Long-A and Short-A Words

Circle the words that your teacher reads.

1. ate  at  eat  eaten

2. cape  cap  pack  can

3. face  fast  faze  fuse

4. skit  scat  skate  school
Circle the words that your teacher reads.

6. have  hail  his  has

7. pane  pan  pain  pail

8. plane  plan  plant  play

9. ______________________

10. _______________________
Long-A and Short-A Words

Circle the words that your teacher reads. Recommended words shown.

1. ate  at  eat  eaten
   
2. cape  cap  pack  can
   
3. face  fast  faze  fuse
   
4. skit  scat  skate  school
Circle the words that your teacher reads.
Recommended words shown.

6. have    hail    his    has

7. pane    pan    pain    pail

8. plane    plan    plant    play

9. __________ same

10. __________ sat
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